Mayor of LA appreciates child
foundation humanitarian goals
Dear Friends:
On behalf of the City of Los Angeles, it is my
pleasure to welcome and congratulate the
members and guests attending the Child
Foundation’s !th Annual Norooz Bazaar.
I commend the Child Foundation and its mission
to help children living in poverty who have been
identiﬁed as high achievers remain in school. I
appreciate the role that your organization plays
in educating children in need around the world.
I extend my best wishes for a memorable
celebration and future success.

Mr.Peyman Raooﬁ member of USA Child Fundation board & Irvine mayor
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I wish I …
A tree for children wishes…
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«“When we do a small job with a big love it is not
a small job any more.”
This quote reminds me that in any situation I can
do big things, or even big things can be hidden
behind very short seconds. Like butterﬂies that
are ﬂying among the ﬂowers.
Few weeks ago, some friends were gathered to
celebrate the kindness of the sponsors of the
child foundation. That day was the mother’s
day. As usual we were anxious about the
ceremony. The ceremony would start with a warm
welcome from Mrs. MitraTabriznia (manager
of child foundation in Mashhad) and Mrs.
SorourDadkhah (director of child foundation in
Iran). Then the program would continue with
a singing by blind children, reading the letters
from the children, music, and giving gifts to the
children.
What made me nervous was that whether our

children’s wishes will come true or not. Few days
ago, some children came to the oﬃce and wrote
their wished on a butterﬂy shape paper and
hanged them on a tree.
During the ceremony and fundraising some
paintings were sold in an auction. During that
time we were looking at the tree and watching
people who are taking the butterﬂies from
the tree. We could not believe that most of
the butterﬂies were gone. Few days later we
witnessed that the children’s wishes came
through. Moreover, twenty more children were
sponsored by amazing people.
Now more than ever we believe in God and our
wonderful people.
Anything, even a smile can make a diﬀerence
if it is with a big love. I hope that this small
conversation between us brings this question
that “What I can do?”

fast such that we started our eight grade in the new
“tribe high school”.
Our educational progress was amazing such that
Bahmanbeygie decided to brag about it to the
government and convince them to let him to accept
"! students for the new year. The government accept
that and the number of students grows every year.
Our high school becomes very famous and well
known nationally and even internationally.
Representatives from diﬀerent countries and
UNESCO and UNICEF visited our school and learning
from our educational system. Bahmanbeygie
receives money and awards from diﬀerent places
such as UNESCO.
While Amrollah was talking about his childhood,
I asked him, have you felt poverty since you were
always supported by Bahmanbeygie?
Amrollah’s face becomes sad and he starts talking
about the years before high school. He says, since
my birth until before high school all of us have faced
poverty with pain. I remember the years that we did
not have any rain and no water and grass for our
cows. They were diying and I remember the sadness
in my parents’ faces. I remember we had nothing
left except a thin cow and a lamb. My father had to
sell the lamb for #! tooman so I can have money to
go to the town and attend the exam. I kept some of
the money until the new year so that when I go back
to home I can buy some suveniears.
That is true that we had a good life when we were
student in high school, but when we were thinking
about our parents we were feeling guilty. I would
never forget my hard life before the high school.
Probabely poverty was the only reason that I
decided to try hard and become successful. Even
without Bahmanbeygie I would have been a $$ year
old shepherd.
I graduate from high school after " years and enter
to the university. I learned photography, paintin,
mechanics, electronics and cinema when I was in
the high school.
All the %! students graduated with honer from high
school and accepted to the universities. I was the
photograph when the secretery of education visited
our high school. He saw the photos and enjoyed
them. Later he supported me to get in the college of
art in Tehran University. I was very lucky since I had
wonderful professors such as HooshangKazemi,
HoseinKazemi, Mr. Girar, AlenBayanesh, Mrs.
Tarian,MohammadHassanShedel,ShahlaHabibie,
AydienAgdashloo, MortezaMomayez, Mohammad
Ehsaee, IrajAnvari, and etc.
Amrollah has an interesting story in his education
in university. I asked him how he decided to study
Graphics.

He says, I loved photography, and cinema and ﬁlm.
I even took the exam for cinema and ﬁlm. I loved
to study drama. The secretary of education told
me that when I have any problem or question I can
meet him without appointment. When I met him,
he advised me study interior design, because he
believed that this major has better future. After a
month studying design, I hated it and ran away to
our tribe. After two weeks Bahmanbeygie learned
that I have ran away. He sent a car to the tribe and
took me back to Tehran. Infact they arrested me
and forced me to stay to school and continue my
education. So, I continued my education with the
helpofmywonderfulprofessorsMr.ShedelandMrs.
Tarrian and my friends. Although, I was supported
by the grant from Bahmanbeygi, I started working
in Avangard advertising agency when I was in the
second year of school. The founder of the agency
was my teacher and friend Kamran Katoozian.
Just before the Islamic revolution I ﬁnished all my
classes and I was working on my project. I ﬁnished
my thesis in &$'.
After graduating, he joins the army and after training
he decides to go to Shiraz to continue his service.
While in the army he goes to the high school he
used to study and start teaching photography to
the students. After ﬁnishing his service in the army,
he decides to go back to Tehran.Amrollah’s name
is well known after many years working in the area
of advertising and graphics. Besides working and
teaching in university, it has been seven years that
he has founded “institude of design”. He has #!!!
students and !! professors in this institude.
I asked him whether he visits his tribe or not. He
says, of course. Every where I go I miss my tribe and
my home. I visit my tribe & to % times a year. I check
on the students in my tribe and help them as much
as I can. I always remind them to not to forget my
story and my hard life and remember that education
is the only door for their freedem.
At the end I ask him how he decided to collaborate
with the child foundation.
He says, when my friend gave me a news letter
from the child foundation I was impressed with
the job they are doing. When I met Mr. Iranshahi
in the oﬃce of child foundation in Tehran I saw the
excitement in him and all the staﬀs. It reminded
me of Bahmanbeygie and his eﬀort to help us all. I
noticed that their goal is the same as Bahmanbeygie
which is helping poor yet smart and gifted students.
So, I decided to work with the organization. My
friends and I are trying to work hard to expand the
organization and advertise its goals. We hope that
with the help of others be able to help the students
to reach their educational goals.
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Interview with Mr. AmrollahFarhadi( Graphic designer from Gashgahi tribe)

Schools bigger than the sky
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I would not imagine that Amrollah’s
life story becomes so interesting
so that it becomes the center of our
interview.
Amrollan is a $$ year old man who
was born in late summer when his
tribe was coming back from summerquarter. His mother gave birth in
“Abe Nilloo” plane near Farashband
inFarseprovince.Atthattimenobody
would believe that his destiney is
going to take him to Tehran and
makes him a Graphic designer and a
professor.
Amrollah says; I was very weak
and fragile when I was six years
old, therefore my parents decided
to send me to school and take my
brother to work on the farm. My
parents decided to choose me
because at that time the school
was accepting only one child from each family. My
brother was stronger than me and able to help my
father to provide for the family.
I graduated from the same small elementary school
inourtribehavingonlyoneteacherforalltheclasses.
He was teaching Farsi, math, history, geography,
writing, reading, and etc.ManoochehrKianee was
from the same tribe as me and spent his whole life
teaching students like me. Besides my teacher, I
owe my education to Mohammad Bahmanbeygie
who was the founder of educational system for
Iranian tribes. He had a clear understanding of the
problems that we had and tried very hard to support
smart and gifted students in tribes.
Our school was a white tent among black tents.
Amrollah continues, I am very sorry that my brother
did not have a chance to go to school the same as
me, however we should accept that at that time my
parents had no choice. I was very lucky that I could
ﬁnish elementary school in our tribe.

Nobody knew that what chances
we are going to have after ﬁnishing
elementary school. Middle and high
school belonged to rich people or
police oﬃcer’s children.
At the end of summer &%" after the
ﬁnal exams, Amrollah and some of
his classmates travel to Eghlid to take
a photo for his elementary school
diploma. At that time he ﬁnds out that
Bahmanbeygie has thought about
their future education. Amrollah
takes a comprehensive exam with
many other students from diﬀerent
tribes. Fourthy students pass the
exam and Amrollah becomes the
" th student who passes the exam.
Bahmanbeygie received a grant
from the government to spend
for those %! students and pays for
their education and expenses. In
Shiraz, Bahmanbeygie rents a big house for those
students. They attended in Kherad high school that
was a well known high school in Shiraz. The house
was the same as all other houses in Shiraz, but for
them it was very diﬀerent from the tents that they
had in their tribe.
Amrollah says, we used to call that home our dorm.
Every morning we had breakfast together. Then we
walked together to get to the school. We used to
study until noon and for lunch we had to go back
to dorm. For evenings we had to go back to school
and for dinner we had to go back to dorm. After the
dinner Bahmanbeygie and other teachers were
keeping us awake until ! pm to study or having
workshop.
Amrollah talks about the time that students were
tired or missed their home, but Bahmanbeygie was
there for them like a father.
On the ﬁrst year, Bahmanbeygie started building a
new high school in up town. The school builds really

Sampadia and Child foundation

Sampadia is an organization made of students
from schools for gifted students. Young students
in this organization have started collaborating
with the child foundation. Few months ago, these
young students met Amir Mohammad who was
severely burned. They not only decided to help
Amir Mohammad, but also create a charity called
“Sampadia Charity”.
Their goal for creating the Sampadia Charity is to
create a society in which everybody is able to go to
school and get advantage of the opportunities that
are available only for gifted and smart students.
Sampadiawantstheentiresmartstudentsdisregard
to their ﬁnancial abilities be able to study the same
as rich students. By helping the Sampadia Charity
we can create an opportunity for all the students
to have access to advance resources to educate
themselves.
We chose the Child Foundation to collaborate
with, because it is helping the students in their
educational path. Using the help of the Child
Foundation poor and under advantage students get
the opportunity to become more educated and be
an independent and useful for their society.
We all decided to help the students because
young donators are not able to support a student
constantly by themselves. However, if we add all
our moneys together then we will be able to support
a student and change his/her density.

Young members of the Sampadia Charity decided to
introduce their organization with their own words.
“It is not important where in the universe we are, it is
important in which direction we are moving.” Holmz
Sampadia is an organization made of gifted
students who decided to collaborate with the Child
Foundation to make change in the future of other
students. Since each of us is not able to help a
student in need every month, therefore we decided
to create an organization by which we can help
more students in need. We believe our small hands
will be able to do big works if they are together.
Every smart student regardless of his/her ﬁnancial
ability has the right to be able to use the available
resources in his/her educational path.
The members of the Sampadia Charity from Tehran,
Esfahan, Mashhad, Tabriz, Shiraz, and etc. are trying
so hard to introduce this Charity as well as the Child
Foundation to the schools and universities. Our
hope it to create a bright future for all the students.
We in the Child Foundation proudly welcome
these smart and gifted students who are trying to
make a diﬀerence in the world. We hope that by
collaborating with the Sampadia Charity we can
introduce a brighter future for our students.
Source: Sampadia.com
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A «Separation»
An exclusive release for Child
Foundation
It was the end of Farvardin. While
we were talking with our friends
in the oﬃce of “ﬁlm” magazine,
we decided to have a fundraising
by showing a movie to special
guests.
This idea was very new and very
unreachable for us. We wanted to
start our fundraising by showing
the movie “A separation”. We
met Mr. Asgar Farhadi and
he immediately accepted our
oﬀer. We were very excited and
energetic.
We sent out the invitations signed
by Mr. Farhadi to our guests. We
also advertised the movie on
radio and TV and informed people
about our goal. Amazingly, everybody was
supporting us and our tickets were selling really
fast. We even had to stop selling the tickets
because the movie theater was full.
Tuesday evening, ordibehesht "th, we had a
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wonderful gathering with Mr.
Farhadi, PeymanMoadie, Sareh
Bayat, Sarina Farhadi, Ali Reza
Gorbani,R o y a T e y m o o r i a n ,
Masoud Rayegan, Bahareh
Rahnama, Hassan Fathie,
HabibRezai, Ali Daee, and many
other supporters.
This event started by welcoming
the guests and Mr. Farhadi talked
about his collaboration with child
foundation.
After the movie ended, all the
actors and other guests gathered
i n t h e l o b b y a n d j o u r n a l is t s
and reporters were interviewing
them. At the end we took some
photos from this unforgettable event.
At the end we all were happy with the outcome.
We believe that we can make things happen if
we work together. Our family in child foundation
never forget the kindness of our members.
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